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Spray Tanning
Sunless tanning, also known as self tanning, spray tanning
or fake tanning, refers to the effect of a suntan without the
sun. This course will teach you everything you ever wanted to
know about spray tanning, the solutions, the history of tanning
and the equipment to buy, how to tan someone, shadowing of
the body and tips n tricks of the trade and common skin issues
that you may fi nd.

In this course I share with you 16 years

worth of knowledge compacted into an easy learning method
of written and accompanied videos. I have spent the last 16
years researching everything there is to know about spray
tanning , tanning solutions and tanning machines and I would
like to share this knowledge with you all in a compacted setting
so you don’t have to search the internet as ive done it all for
you.
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Whats in the full
course
Lets have a look
Why get involved in tanning, a look at salon tanning,
home tanning and mobile tanning and the benefits of
each.
A little bit about me ( the course coordinator)
What is DHA and how does it make you go brown and which is
the best solution to buy
Where did tanning come from, the history of tanning
How to spray tan correctly with positions tips and tricks (video)
How to spray tan yourself (video)
Skin issues and how to deal with them and or fix them
Tanning Disasters how and why they happen
Man tans
A certificate at the end of the course
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Why get into tanning
This Master Class Spray Tanning course will show you the true
facts and fundamentals of tanning so you have a complete
understanding and confidence to open your own spraytanning
business or even just tan yourself.
Once completed you will feel knowledgeable, refreshed,
confident, and raring to go to open or begin your spray tanning
business and immediately making money you’ve only dreamed
of while having a flexible lifestyle you may have never thought
possible.
I started out in a little tin garden shed in 2004 at the back of my
property. The shed was cold, small and in winter it was wet and
there were plenty of spiders for customers to look at while we
sprayed them. What surprised me was they kept coming back
again and again even though the 5min experience must have
been cold and unpleasant, they kept coming back. I was good
at tanning and so passionate about what I was doing, I really
loved tanning people and how they felt about themselves once
they were brown. I never imagined it would turn into a full time
job, I just had a tanning addiction that needed to be fuelled and I
figured if clients paid I got tanned for free. One person told
another and another told two and two told four etc and before I
knew it, I was working two days a week and earning the same
amount of money I could earn in a full 40 hour week employed
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by someone else.

This was something I had dreamed of my entire life, was it really
possible to be only working two days a few hours and getting
that much money. I soon found out that yes it was true and it
continued to fuel my passion for helping others feel good about
themselves.
Spray tanning can offer you the freedom you have only dreamed
of whether you decide to do it from home or add it to your
existing salon the job is super rewarding both financially and by
helping others feel good about themselves its a win win situation
Some of the benefits of spray tanning are ..
• Freedom to work when you like
• Working form home
• Earning as much as a full time job in half the time
• Making people feel good about themselves
• You stay brown all year round
• Minimal cost to set up
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THE HISTORY of TANNING

Coppertone tan was the first to introduce
sunless tanning but it was Coco Channel who
was spotted on her boat after a holiday her
holiday and she was photographed very tanned
and the craze of wanting to be brown started.
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DHA Summary
In the full course we go in-depth about DHA and how it works but
DHA has been around for over 50 years with no adverse
reactions know or shown. (studies shown in full course)
The FDA American safety standard has approved it on their list of
safe for cosmetic application (not inhaling, but we discuss this in
full in the full course)
Buying organic tanning solution with minimal chemicals will give
the best browning effect on the skin
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Equipment Needed
Tanning machines, guns, tents, home tanning, salon
tanning, mobile tanning, in the full course we discuss
which would be best for your situation and what you
should buy to suit your tanning needs from home
tanning , salon tanning to mobile tanning. We go in
depth about machine and guns and how they work to
get the best tan from any gun.
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NOTES ON GUNS
• Commercial, home, travel or salon use
• Buy HVLP machines
• Make sure the gun can be pulled apart
• Needle size from 0.5mm 0.8mm is best. Stainless Steel
• Weight of Gun
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Solutions
What is the best solutions to use and why
What does all that percentage mean
what do base colours do, Ive been told to get green
base but what is the best
We uncover the myths based around marketing ploys by
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Spray Tanning
• In the full course there are two videos one showing

you how to tan someone and one showing you how to
tan yourself, it covers the following
• How to tan somone correctly
• Positions for all body sizes and shapes
• Tips and tricks to shadow the body
• Skin issues and if you should spray them
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Tips n Tricks
The full course covers all the tips and tricks to giving
somone a great tan so your customers leave addicted to
tanning and coming back for more.
There are a few tip n tricks that give your customer a
great tan and any body shape can benefit from these
little snippets of gold so pay attention and understand
the beauty of making someone feel special after you
have tanned them.
The course covers
The older customer
The bigger customer
Bigger breasts or mastectomy
Hands and feet
Under the bum line
Sweaty armpits
Shadowing the body for perfection
The mental state of your customer
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Skin Issues
The full course has 10 full pages dedicated to skin issues but
don’t be alarmed they are all easy fixes and here are some
common ones which we discuss and show you how/why it
happened to how to tan/fix each one.
The common ones you will see will be
• TInea Versicolour
• Eczema
• Streaking
• Sunburn and tanning
• Patchy feet
• Razor and wax lines
• Too much tan
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Links to further
information
The full course will offer more learning if
you’re interested, remember 16 years of
study there is a lot to learn.
Links will be based on extras like,
pregnancy, should I tan if im pregnant,
how to tan for weddings and school balls,
these are different tans
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Thank you for your interest in this spray tan master class
course I hope you have enjoyed this little download,
please feel free to contact me should you have any
questions about the course.

Yours sincerely.
Hailee Wheeler The Tan Master
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Brownallyear Limited
Albany, Auckland, 0632
www.brownallyear.com
tan@brownallyear.com
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